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CHA-CHING!
SGA allows student

Aformer player gives Knights
football a $1 million donation.

-SEE SPORTS, 81

PERFECT10

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

A change to Student
Government Association election rules has authorized politi,) cal candidates to use personal
computers to gather votes.
At the weekly SGA Senate
meeting Thursday, the bill
authorizing the campaign tactic
drew overwhelming Senate support, passing 39 to 2. Despite
the margin of victory, though,
senators debated the bill for
more than 90 minutes, forcing
the postponement of some legislative issues to the next meeting.
Senators finally approved
the bill within 10 minutes of the
Senate meeting's legally mandated conclusion.
Passage of the bill comes just
over two weeks before the start
of active campaigning in the
SGA presidential elections. SGA
President
Brian Battles, a sen·1
" ior, will not be running for .reelection.
During the fall senatorial
campaigns, candidates lobbed
accusations of voter coercion
over use of laptop computers at
stations arom1d campus. In the
J last SGA presidential election in
February, stuclents complained
of similar coercion by Battles
and SGA Vice President Joe

MacLellan.
In both elections students
and candidates said votingwasn't fair because the candidates
were standing next to voters as
they cast their ballots through
candidate-owned laptops connected to UCF's wireless
Internet system.
Though senators debated at
length the ethical dilemma of
voter coercion, they conceded
that little could be done to monitor or prevent candidates from
coercing voters.
The bill does bar candidates
from using coercive tactics to
get votes while using UCFowned computers, though. No
plan for monitoring such activity is contained in the bill.
At the start of the meeting,
Battles told senators that final
negotiations for the year-end
party at Islands of Adventure
had begun. This year Battles
plans to use SGA funds to pay
for 12,000 UCF students to visit
the theme _park late in the
semester. Last year SGA paid
the attendance for 7,000 students. Overflow attendees had
to pay their own admission.
This yeai:'s event will also
last longer, running from 7 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Battles also said SGA plans
to formally welcome new football Coach George O'Leary at
an event O'Leary requested as a
way of introducing himself to
the student body. No date for
that event has been set.

-SEE SPORTS, 81

·Greek students
look to ·rebuild

Liar, liar, pants on fire

laptops in election
Move meant to prevent
» further controversy

Men's b_as]<etball continues its winning
ways, defeating Jacksonville yesterday.

CHUCK TOLMAN
Contributing Writer

-
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Anti-President Bush activists Matt DeVlieger.and John Leto hang from the 12-foot-tall
"Pants on Fire" statue they drove around Orlando last week. See page A2 for the story.

The Greek community
picked itself up and dusted
itself off after a rocky and controversial fall. With the suspension of Si"gnia Alpha Epsilon
fraternity from activities and
Zeta Phi Beta sorority being
sanctioned by its national
headquarters, the community
has a lot of healing to do.
"It put us · in a negative
light," said Mark Lim, president of the Interfraternity
Council (IFC), about the SAE
situation. 'We are taking steps
toward Greek unity. So far, so
good."
When asked about the punishment that SAE received, Lim
said, "They are taking all the
correct steps. The punishment
was fair."
The fraternity was suspended by UCF on Dec: 8 for one
year for a hazing incident that
occurred on Oct. 16. Since then,
the reputations of Greek organizations at UCF have taken a
hit. "It has had a bad aff~ct on
Greeks as a whole," said Dan
Fox, the IFC's vice president for
public relations. "People say we
do a lot for the community, but
no one sees it."
This lack of recognition is a
main
concern
for
the
lnterfraternity and Panllellenic
Councils. The Greek communi-

ty spent 16,000 hours on charity projects such as "Trick or
Treat on Greek Street." But
these aren't enough to overcome the tarnished public
image. Plans are in the works
for more public eve~ts and
more press releases.
"We want a lot more publicity with our philanthropies," Fox
said. "We need to make people
more aware of what we do. All
they see is the bad; we want to
show them the good:" _
The sororities also are helping in the effort. 'We need to
support each other and have
good attendance·for things like
philanthropies and Greek
Week," said Marcee Mang1ardi,
president of the Panhellenic
Council.
All throughout Greek Row
the focus has shifted from the
"scandals and mishaps to spring
rush, which begins Jan. 27, and
Greek Week, which takes place
Feb. 21-27. This year the IFC is
planning rush as a collective .
marketing event rather than
each individual fraternity trying to attract a few people. One
way they hope to increase
turnout is by giving away a
$100 scholarship at a kickoff
drawing.
Enthusiasm is high. "Last
fall was the biggest recruitment
class ever: 513 men pledged,"
PLEASE SEE
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School can't afford to destroy greenhouse
Condemned building
could move again
TEJ OKUN
Contributing Writer

ANGELA KATSARELIS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

At Thursday's meeting, senators also voted on requested funds for the Cypress Dome Society.

; Senator sliocks colleagues
~ with a sudden resignation
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

With five minutes remaining
in the SGA Senate meeting
Thursday,
Sen.
Michael
McLaughlin announced to a
shocked audience that he was
resigning.
McLaughlin, clad in a backward "UCF" logo visor and
bright yellow jacket, told fellow
' senators he was resigning his
post "effective immediately,"
ending his first term in office.
Senators gasped at the news,
shouting questions such as
''What?" and "Are you serious?"
After the announcement,
which McLaughlin delivered in
. one breath, Sen. Kevin
O'Grattan said, "No one was
expecting that."
Senators hugged McLaughlin
and beggl:ld him to explain his
decision as the meeting
~ adjourned, but the senator said
only that the decision was
because he didn't feel he could
fu1fill his obligations as a senator anymore. "I have other obligations," he said.
The announcement came at
the end of a folll'-hour Senate
meeting dominated mostly by
debate over a bill to change elections statutes.
McLaughlin was to head an
investigation into alleged misuses of SGA funds by the
j>.rogressive Councll. Announced

in December, the audit is a
carry-over from an investigation
launched by former senator
Mark White, who lost a re-election bid in October.
The Operational Review
Committee plans to audit the
student group at a meeting
today. The Progressive Council
is accused of misusing SGA
funds approved for the group's
"Fall Progressive Fest" by
spending ·the money instead to
promote politically allied candidates. The fest coincided with
the Senate elections in late
September and early October.
· McLaughlin's action puts
Sen. Sawan Malik in charge of
the review committee. Malik will
be the third senator to lead the
investigation of the Progressive
Council.
McLaughlin's resignation
vacates a seat representing the
College of Arts and Sciences,
which SGA President Brian
Battles will now be responsible
for filling with an appointee.
McLaughlin said he'd like to see
fri~nd John Mclnerney nominated, somebody he said had "a
really strong commitment to the
university."
A return to student government isn't out of the question,
McLaughlin said, though he
graduated in December. "You
might see me in student government again," he said. "Maybe in
the fall."

Until recently, bromeliads,
annuals and orchids filled the
Conservatory
Stockard
Greenhouse, loca,ood at the
entrance to the Arboretum. Now
they're sitting on, tables, covered
in a painter's tarp to fight off the
cold.
Their house is falling apart,
and UCF officials· know· it.
Officials can't afford to do anything about it. They can't even
afford to tear it down.

The greenhouse, part of UCF
since 1971, needs about $150,000
to fix it. As it stands, the onceclear glass roof is stained a rainsoaked brown, where panes
haven't cracked and fallen to the
ground. In July, the fire marshal
condemned the building. A notice
tacked to the front door warns of
its unsafe condition. No one can
go inside without a hardhat now.
It once housed an abundance
of plant life that biology classes at
the school studied. The only
plants still inside it cannot be
moved because they live there a 15-foot-tall mango tree, a
Florida strangler fig · and an
ancient Bo tree, rumored to have ·
come from a tree under which

Buddha once sat. The interior is
now occupied by broken glass,
old mulch and barren tables.
The story of the greenhouse
spans nine decades, starting in
Long Island, where it was first
built in 1927. It was moved to
Wmter Park in 1953, then again
to UCF in 1971 after being donated by Peggy and Adrian Stockard.
Over' the course of a year,
Henry Whittier, a biology professor, along with community volunteers, studelil.ts and UCF faculty
disassembled the greenhouse,
which . was located in the
Stockard family's yard. Since
then, Whittier has overseen all
greenhouse activity. Half of the
greenhouse was for botanical use

while the other half was used for
class research. After establishment of the UCF Arboretum · in
1983, David Vickers, biology
department chairman, transferred the conservatory and its
operation to the Arboretum.
Whittier then became the
Arboretum
director,
and
remained so until July, when he
retired from the university.
About the same time Whittier
retired, the fire department came
by to inspect the structure. This
was a visit the handful of people
on the Arboretum staff had been
dreading. They knew that, in·the
past few years, the greenhouse
PLEASE SEE
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Plans are under way for the demolition ofthe 77-year-old Stockard Conservatory Greenhouse at the entrance to the Arboretum. A"State-of-the-art environmental center will go up in its place.
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Mark up your stuff
Students who recently
received expensive gifts such as
computers, televisions, bikes
and video game systems can get
a bit of securicy from UCF
Police. The police will be
engraving driver's license numbers onto such valuables at
their offices on Libra Drive from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. today; Tuesday and
Thursday.

Purse snatchers at large
On Dec. 28 at about 8:15
p.m., UCF Police received a
report of a robbery that
occurred at Pegasus Pointe
Apartments. The suspects stole
a black leather purse from a, victiin with force, no weapon seen
or implied. The ·incident
occlirred in a parking lot within
· the complex. The suspects are
identified as a black male about
18-21 years old and a white
male wearing a white hooded
sweatshirt and white pants (pictured below). This suspect was
also about 18-21 years old. If
you have any information about
this crime, you are encouraged
to call Detective Kelli Smith at
407-823-6185 or Crime Line at
407-423-TIPS.

,

MIKE RIEGEL

plans he's just made for the
evening.
During the next half hour he
With the radio and televi- gets another brief phone call
sion im in the background, 20- and a roommate comes in to
year-old sophomore Derrick his room to play Madden.2004
Leighton sits down at his com- on the PlayStatl.on 2. At that
puter to study for his philoso- moment, the Greek voices from
phy class.
the past are drowned out by
Ten minutes later he's John Madden's own philosophengaged in two different ical Maddenisins.
Instant Messenger conversaLeighton .d ecides that he's
tions with friends. The got enough time to play a game
exchanges have nothing to do against his friend before he
with existentialism.
takes a shower and heads over
Roughly 15 minutes later he . to his friend's house for the
gets a call on his cell phone, evening.
·once again interrupting his
"Guess I'll have to catch up
Socratic studies. Once the call tomorrow," he says, leaving the·
is over, he sends a couple of e- book behind and picking up a
mails to friends about the PlayStation 2 controller.
Senior StaffWriter

Situations like Leighton's

semester. Now that I'm in grad-

are all too familiar among the uate school, I know how imporcollege population. The distractions and circumstances
vary from person to / person, ·
but the end result is the same:
falling behind.
It's the beginning of a new
semester at UCF, and it's the
worst time to get behind. It's
also the easiest time to pro. crastinate. Most classes start
with a few weeks of lectures
and assigned readings before
the first test or assignment.
"No one wants to play catchup for ari entire semester," said
Stacy Stein, a 23-year-old graduate student. ''.As an [undergraduate] I would fall into bad
habits at the beginning of a

PLEASE SEE
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Bush effigy receives
cheers, tnoonings
ISAAC BABCOCK
News Editor

Who's Who deadline looms

The UCF/Oviedo Relay For
Life Kickoff is at 5:30 ' p.m.
Thursday at the Oviedo
Marketplace Food Court. People
. interested in participating in
the relay; but who cannot make
the kickoff event, can e-mail
ricfrelay@hotmail.com or visit
http://wWw.cancer.org/relayonline. Relay for Life ' hosts
overnight running and walking
events to raise money for cancer research. UCF's relay event
is April 2 and 3 at the UCF
Track and Field.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
foT:the ~dley' edition.

Frlruw

Last week astronomers at
a ineethlg Of the Ainer.i~
Astronomical ·
Societf
announced that .they had
found huge elliptical galaxies
that formed within two to
three billion years after the
Big Bang. This date appears
to .b e a few billion years earlier than expected. What1$
even more surprising to
astronomers is the fact that
these galaxies look remark·
ably like the present-day u~.
verse. The newly found string
of galaxies is 10.8 billion light
years away; which represents
what the universe looked like
10.8 billion years ago, or three
billion years after the Big
Bang. This discovery could
challenge a widely accepted
picture of the evolution of the
universe that galaxies formed
in a bottom-up fashion, and
that the universe's small
objects formed first and then
clumped together into larger
structures over time.

SARC ON A4

tion leading to the war in Iraq
and other issues. Liar, liar, pants
· on fire. Get it?
DeVlieger, a UCF student and
local activist, was at the helm of
the Crown Victoria from
Thursday.until Sunday; spread. µig the humor around Orlando.
The rolling political state- '
ment was inspired by Ben Cohen
of Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream
fame. It was paid for by donations
received
by
TrueMajerityACTION, a political
action group. Cohen, who
came down to Orlando to
help get it going, affectionately refers to the statue
as "George."
Cohen
started
George's journey in
Vermont, where he was
created by Cohen and
TrueMajorityACTION.
The float has been
working its way south
since. As Orlando. is only
the second southern city
that George has visited so far,
DeVlieger wasn't sure how people would react.
· "I wasn't told to expect much
neg-ativity;" he said. "But people
here were a little hot headed and
ready to argue."
Friday was George's big
· night. The downtown crowd
showed its fair share of alternating support and anger toward
the float. At one point, a man
jumped on the float and started
dancing next to George,
DeVlieger said.
A few times when he stopped
to greet passers-by; DeVlieger
was greeted by insults or garbled explettves from people who
didn't agree With the floa.t's me .sage.
.
"Last night this guy yelled

[expletive]
'You
commies! Join the
capitalists,
baby!'"
DeVlieger said.
By
midweekend, the
float had been
pulled
police
once,
after
a

Stickers such as
this one were
handed out as
the 'liar, liar,
Pants on Fire
Mobile' drove
through
downtown
. Orlando.

RACHEL BECK
Staff Writer

Students who have some extra time this
semester, want to meet new people or wish to
give something back to the community may
consider joining a club or organization.
.
UCF's Spring Club Showcase ruhs from 10
a.m. to 2 •p.in. Tuesday; Wednesday 'and
· '.l'hur.sdaY,bn the Sfudent Union south patio.
AShle~.'.Styers, tlie junior communications
major who organized the club showcase, said
because of ·space limitations, not all of UCF's
clubs could participate. Clubs that registered
for the event will get to set up tables, pass out
information and answer questions from
prospective members at the event.
Styers is a colonizing member of Knights of
the Round Table in the Office of Student
Involvement.
"In the past they have been very successful
in getting their names out to new students,"
Styers said in an e-mail. ''We basically plan to
have one each semester so that the new students can be exposed to a handful ·of the over
300 clubs and organi.Zations that we .have."
Styers .s aid the Club Showcase is a good
opportunity for students, "because it offers
. information on so many different clubs that
might not be as readily available."
·Clubs wishing to be registered with the uriiversity need to submit registration forms ·
including a constitution by 5 p.m. Thursday.
.School-recogriized clubs' must have 12 members, including two officers with GPAs of 2.5 or
higher. ·
·
Registered clubs get the benefit of a free
Web site, e-mail address and publicity. Official
.clubs can also requesting money from the
Student Government Association.
visit
For
more
information
http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu/clubs.htm.

:.t -·•. ~.~hri·
.,.fi.~ · "'·'
· ;""' ~·
,ll~~u,ed,

}i. ·~;

but George 's b acklit

'heac\, a.Np flaming pants still
managed-to draw curious stares
,,
" from almost everyone.
>
As GeQrge passed Bar
woman ran up to the car .to say Orlando on .h.is second loop of
something to DeVliegei'. "'This : d9Wn.toWJl:, a well-dressed twencop said to me, 'Who was that ty-something man yelled "Hell
girl you ' were talking to?"' yeah!" with his thumbs in the air.
DeVlieger said. "It turns out they People f';miled when they saw it
thought she was a hooker trying and occasionally George was
to propdsition me."
Saturdax night was more
PLEASE $EE FLAMING ON A6
i; ' \ .

·

·

·So many clubs, ·so little time
The following dubs will have tables'on the Student Union south patio this week:
African Association

Generation Dean

African-American Student Union ·

Graduate StU,ilent·A$so.ciation

,,..

Alternative Spring Break ·

Hillel

·American Marketing Association

Howie Day Fan Association

· Asian Student Association'

Kappa Kappa Gamma

e flee mpy of the CentnllFlolkia Rlture pennltted per issue. If
J.

.

•

Libe11y Knights

Body of Animal _Rights Campaigners

ODE Economics Society

Butokukan-Tae Kwon Do 'Club
Circle KInternational Club
College Republicans
CREOL Association. of Optics Students
Dance Fever
Delta Sigma Pi Busine~ :Fraternity
Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership
Financial Management Association
Florida Colleges Best Buddies

. _ "1e Student Newspaper Senlng UCf Since 19'8
'

Learn and Interact with N~Knights

Association of Infonnation Technology
Professionals

French Club

Squid's built-in light to be
used in nanotechnology

1'

Showcase brings students to growing groups

Relay for Life warms up

Big Bang tlieories

'Pants on Fire' lights up·Orlando

In downtown Orlando Friday
night, women were cheering,
gqys were giving the thumbs up
and somebody was mooning the
float from the sidewalk. All of
this revelry was in honor of
President George W. Bush or,
rather, Bush With his pants on
fire.
Those who took a ride on
PantsOnFire.net's
rolling
parade float, "Th~ Ij.iar, Liar,
Pants on Fire Mobile,'' saw this
Sketch of robbery suspect.
View of the world and more. The
float toured Orlando this past
Campus Life reorganization
weekend.
The departments funded by
The float consists of a forestthe Activity and Service Fee are
green Ford Crown Victoria combeing reorganized.
. plete with American flags at the
The Office of Student·
corners, a 15-foot trailer and a
Activities will now become the
12-foot-tall effigy of Bush. He is
Office of Student Involvement,
lit up with orange and magenta
an umbrella organization for all
lights, llas flailing white cloth
of
the
OSA
functions,
stuck to his posterior and even
Multicultural Student Center
has a smoke machine to comand Student Government
plete the pants-on-fire effect.
Association administration. ·
Aside from the flame-like
The
Office
of
Student
cloth, Bush wears a silver spaceInvolvement, Student Union,
suit-like costume wi~h lit neon
Recreation and Wellness Center
yellow piping to give him a
and the Office of Student Rigiits
..,. ,._ creepy giow at night. His bucketand Responsibilities'"Will now
f?haped head bares his mug so it
report to Patricia .Mac~own,
.. is visible from any angie, so no
assistant vice president for
'' one misses his identity. He is lit
Campus Life.
1,. up like daylight by floodlights,
In other personnel changes,
, ~- , :r,naking him an instant star
Anthony Perry; formerly direcwherever he goes, even as he's
tor of OSA, will serve as direcfollowed around by news vi:µis.
tor of Student Development and
The idea? "To tell Bush that
Enrollment Services at the
we don't want to be lied to anyRosen School of Hospitality
more," Matt DeVlieger said,
Management, and Suzanne
referring to the Bush adminisHalpin will serve as director of
tration's treatment of informathe Student Union. Searches
are currently underway for the
director of the Recreation and
Wellness Center and the director· of the Office of Student
Involvement.
The deadline to apply for a
scholarship as a Who's Who
winner is 5 p.m. Friday. Who's
Who recognizes UCF's 100 lead~..
ing students in categories of leadership, academics, athletics
and communify seroce and is
sponsored by SGA. . ;Recipients
of the award get a $.5!)0 scholar- ·' · ,,, ,
ship. For more information ·
about Who's Who visit
http://www.sg-a.ucf.edu.
For
more information about other
SGA
scholarships · visit
http://peg-asus.cc.ucf.edu/
-finaid.

Newfound galaxies challerige

tant it is to start off with tpe
right study habits now."
Ty help studeo.ts move in
that positive direction with
their studie.s, UCF has the
Student Academic Resource
Center. For people coming up
short in the homework department, SARC's Web site
(http://www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu)
has 83 links to studying tips in
10 different categories, inch.iding time management, memory
and test preparation.
When classes started this
semester, Allison Oliver was
looking for some help with time

Orthodox Christi.an Fellowspip
'

PC Gaming Enthusiasts Club

Phi Sigma Pi Coed Honor Fraternity
Pi Delta Phi

Progressive Fqecil
RUKUS
Running Club
Tae Kwon Do Club
Vietnamese American Student
Association

The Hawaiian bobtail
squid is a nocturnal squid
that /cruises the oceans at
· night for prey and mates.
This squid has'a built-in flashlight that it uses to hide its
shadow from the predators.
The squid, through a process
still unl\nown, turns this
flashlight on and off as need. ed. This unique light organ is
composed of stacks of silvery
reflectors plates, called
reflectins, which surround
colonies of luminescent symbiotic
bacteria.
Understanding how these
tiny reflectins are construct· ed may offer inspiration for
nanotechnology designs in
spectroscopy,
optics and
high-tech miniature gadgets.
Researchers are in the
process of 'fully lUlderstanding the construction of
reflectins and their genetic.
sequence.

The science behind stoneskipping: Use the 'magic angle'
· The current Guinness
. Book of World Records title
for stone-skipping toss is an
impressive 38 bounces across
the Blanco River, in central
Texas. Now, a team of French
scientists have constructed a
machine to find out the optimal speed, spin and angie for
the maximum number of
bounces. Their findings indicate that as important as the
speed and t he spin of the toss
are, the angle is what detetmines the number of bounces.
Through their experiments
they have found out that the
· stones have the best chance
at bouncing when they hit the
· water at a 20-degree angie, or
the "magic angle." The scientists hope to attempt the
world record with a rock
throwing machine in the near
, future.
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Year 2060:'Mommy,
what is an elephant?'
By 2050 global warming
could send more than a million of Earth's land-dwelling
plants and animals down the
road to extinction, according
to research done by 18 international scientists.
The
researcher s worked independently in six biodiversitj
rich regions around the
world, plugging data on
sp~cies distribution .and
regional climate into computer models that simulated the
ways species' ranges are
expected to move in response
to temperature and climate
changes. The result: by 2050,
15 to 35 percent of the 1,103
species studies will be at risk
of extinction. Global warming
interacts with other factors
such as habitat destruction,
invasive species and the
buildup of carbon dioxide in
the landscape. All these factors increase the risk of
extinction even further. The
best way to minimize warming is through reduced emissions and potentially establishing carbon-sequestration
programs.
·
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!
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INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT .NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
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Rush week looks to set record
"Obviously there isn't to be any board that the council plans to
underage drinking at these create. Instead of hastily giving
Lim said. ''We want to be better events, but you can't control out suspensions,' the board will
everything. We just hope it is be a set group of people that
than last spring."
offenders will have to answer to.
Rush lasts from Jan. 27 until kept to a minimum," Lim said.
At an IFC meeting last week
Jan. 31, with formal rush startThe IFC is also limiting the
ing Jan. 28..
during which Greek Week and positions on its executive board
Greek Week pairs fraterni- other events were discussed, from nine to about five. It also is
ties and sororities together to Greg Mason spoke of what he setting up a public relations
compete in different events in called a ''white elephant," some- committee that will comprise all
order to win bragging rights for thing that everyone knows of the public relations chairmen
a year. Last year's winners about, but no one sees. He for every fraternity.
were Phi Gamma Delta, Chi stressed the· importance of
Mason also announced that
Omega and Phi Delta Theta, keeping negative incidents all the average semester grades
which won the previous two down to _a: minimum and the for every Greek organization
years. This year's theme is need for better communication will be ranked and posted
board games.
throughout the IFC.
online. This is meant to encourOrganizers are · concerned
One of the consequences for age every chapter to bring its
about underage drinking during any violation of IFC rules will grades up after a subpar fall
the heayily attended events. most likely be a new judicial semester.
FROM
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SARC may be key to graduating
.09," said Hadley Martin, whose
quote can be found under the
management and a friend
"Cramming'' entry.
referred her to the SARC Web
In addition to the Web site,
site. "I've always been bad at
SARC offers a variety of
options for the stressed stubudgeting my time," the 19dent. The support programs
year-old sophomore said.
include tutors, retention proTo overcome her natural
aversion to schedule adher- ·
grams and academic advising
ence, Oliver used one of the
programs.
links in the time management
According to the mission
- STACY STEIN
category. "It was .called . . . '16
"SARC provides stustatement:
GRADUATESTUDENT
Traits of Effective Time
dents with free individualized
and small-group tutoring in
Managers.' It was a lot of simple stuff, but I printed it out and Attitudes" category; SARC has biology, · chemistry; economics,
I'm trying to make the effort a link to its "16 Ways to Lower foreign language, physics,
everyday."
Your Grade,'' which could be reading, statistics and many
Oliver found one of the sug- called the counterpart to" other disciplines."
gestions particularly helpful for . Oliver's favorite time manageSARC ' is located in the
her. "The final suggestion is ment list.
Phillips Hall Building, Room
saying 'no' to people or things
Under that link, SARC ~as 113, next to the Education
that might distract me," she personal testimony from stu- Building and Millican Hall. The
said. According to the SARC dents about some of the pitfalls office is open from 8 a.m. to 10
Monday
through
site, ''.An effective time manager they fell into as a result of neg- p.m.
has the ability to say . . . 'No, I ative study habits. The 13th Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
cannot do that now,' if the entry on that list is Friday and from 5 p.m. to 10
request is disruptive to task "Cramming." "I waited until I p.m. Sunday.
completion and progress felt like or had to study instead
An appointment with a
toward goals."
of making time to study daily. learning skills adviser can be
Under the "Goal Setting and My first-semester GPA was made by calling 407-823-5130.'
FROMA2

"No one wants
to play catchup for an entire
semester."
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The Student Academic Resource _Center offers a variety of student support programs induding individual and small-group tutoring.
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Re~ort: Gen Ythe most infertile
anil obese in mankind's history

A new study by the Britisli
Medical Association finds that
young people in Great Britain
are living dangerously when it
comes to eating, drinking, mental health, drugs and sex. The
frightening report reveals a
burgeoning youth culture that
is high on risk and low on character.
·
The report found that onefifth of British adolescents aged
13 to 16 are overweight or
obese. One-fourth of 15 and 16
year olds smoke regularly; and
one-fifth use drugs. Youth alcohol consumption now ranks
among the· highest in Europe,
and binge drinking is becoming
a serious problem. One in five
teens has a psychological problem, such as depression, eating
disorders, self-harm or neurosis. One in 10 girls aged 16 to 19
have the sexually transmitted
disease chlamydia that can lead
to infertility.
Dr. Russell Vmer, a London
adolescent health doctor and a
contributor to the report, wrote,
"This generation will be the
most infertile and most obese in
the history of mankind, and it
might also have the worst mental health."
Authors of the BMA report
on adolescent health see the
unavoidable health challenges
of tb,e next generation, and they
introduce a variety of solutions.
But many of the proposed solutions are reciprocal to exacerbating the problems.
The report proposes -that
health care should be made
more readily available to deal
with the declining health of
Britain's Generation Y, that the
media should send more positive messages about health and
that schools should place more
emphasis on sex education and
drug resistance training.

FDA rejects bid to reintroduce
silicone breast implants
PHILADELPHIA The
Fbod and Drug Administration
on Wednesday rejected a bid to
market silicone breast implants
without restrictions, ruling that
the safety of the 40-year-old
device is still unclear more than

a decade after reports of problems prompted a sales ban.
The ruling, which went
against the recommendation of
a deeply divided FDA advisory
panel, surprised and elated
consumer and health activists.
During an emotional two-day
hearing in October, activists
said research data was insufficient and did not answer how
often the implants rupture, how
to detect symptomless leaks
and what women should do
when the device fails.
!named Corp., of Santa
Barbara, Calif., one of only
three manufacturers left in the
once-competitive implant market, promised to persevere iil its
efforts to win approval to market the silicone gel implants.
FDA officials Wednesday
issued new guidelines defining
the information they need from
manufacturers to assess the
safety and effectiveness of
implants.
"One of the goals is to
decrease the rupture rate, but
also to understand the consequences of rupture," FDA medical device chief David Feigal
said during a press conference.
Silicone implants will continue to be available to breast
reconstruction and breast augmentation patients through
studies conducted by manufacturers to assess safety and
effectiveness. In the 12 years
since sales were restricted,
about 50,000 women have
received silicone implants
through these studies, which
require FDA approval.

Diversity career Fair
Wednesday, January 14th • I0am-3:00pm
The Rosen Plaza Hotel IAdiarentToPoi~tOdanJoJ
9700 International Drive • Orlando, Florida 32819
Meet with HR representatives from over 60 companies searching for qualified professionals.

PARTICIPATING
COMPANIES

CHUCK KENNEDY I KRT

President George W. Bush outlines an
immigration reform proposal in the East
Room of the White House Wednesday.

Hispanic Center by the South
Florida polling firm Bendixen &
Associates, bighlight the issues
that could affect Bush's bid for
re-election this year. Each poll
surveyed a sample· of 500
Hispanics, most born in the
United States or Mexico, and
had a 4 percent margin of error.
"There's sort of good news
and bad news for President
Hispanics support Bush but
Bush," said Roberto Suro,
question his priorities, poll finds director of the Pew Hispanic
Center, a project of the
FORT LAUDERDALE Support among Hispanics for University
of
Southern
President Bush and the war in California Annenberg School
Iraq has increased since U.S. for Communication. "Public
forces
captured Saddam opinion is swinging with events.
Hussein last month, .according That will be good news for the
to poll results . released. president as long as events go
Thursday; but most of those well, but it can quickly turn the
polled also want Bush to con- other way as well."
centrate more on improving the
Both the Republican and
economy and less on the war on Democratic parties have heaviterrorism.
ly courted Hispanic voters in
The results, which came recent years because the
from two recent nationwide nation's growing Hispanic poppolls conducted for the ulation could make a difference
Washington, D.C.-based Pew in a tight election.
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Consider these graduate study
opportunities.

GMAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back..

All Attendees
Register To Win A21' lV,
camera and $50 Gift

• America's Cash Express
• Americorps
• Central Florida College
• Central Florida Educators
Federal Credit Union
• Central Intelligence Agency
• City College
• Cognisa Security
• Dial America
• Dunkin Donuts
• Employmentguide.com
• Enterprise Rent A Car
• Florida Medical Training
Institute
·• Florida Technical College
•FMU
• Geico Direct
• Imaging Solutions
•John Casablancas
• Orange County Corrections
• Orange Lake Resort &
Country Club
• Orlando Weekly
• Panera Bread
• Polytechnic Institute of
America
• Sail Train International
• Sears Marketing Center
• Securitas Security Services
•SunTrust Banks
• Uniformity
• University of Phoenix
• Valencia Community College
• Waddell & Reed
• Walt Disney
• Westgate Resorts
• Wet 'n' Wild
• Work Force ·

GRE
MCAT

DAT
OAT
PSAT

Counselor Education (MA, MEd, PhD)
Train to be a counselor in state-of-the-art
facilities of a program that holds the prestigious
endor::;ement of the Council on Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Education Programs
(CACREP). ·
Criminal Justice (MS)
Explore the complex and changing world of
criminal justice to prepare for an exciting career or
for doctoral study.

SAT
' Act·

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test ·day from your Kaplan diagnostic.
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a ·
full refund of your tuition:* It's that slmple.

LSAT: Classes Begin Sun, March 7, 2004
GMAT: Classes Begin Tues, February 3, 2004
GRE: Classes Begin Wed, January 21, 2004
MCAT: Classes Begin Wed, January 21, 2004,

World Leader In Test Prep
and Admissions

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

Applied Experimental and Human Factors
Psychology (PhD)
Study exciting areas that focus on the interaction
between humans and the environment with worldrenowned faculty in this nationally leading program
accredited by the Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society.
Industrial Engineering and Management Systems
(MSIE, MS, PhD)
Focus on the design and improvement of systems,
products and processes in one of the ten largest IEMS
departments in the nation.
Nursing (MSN, PhD)
Prepare as an advanced nurse practitioner to be a
leader and manager in a variety of health care settings
in a program accredited by the National League for
Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC).
Political Science (MA)
Choose a track in political analysis, public policy, or
environmental politics and prepare for a career
requiring the ability to comprehend, i~fluence and
respond to government policy, or prepare for
doctoral study.
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Visit our web site for more information.

www.graduate.ucf.edu
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Whatever your
interests, UCF
offers a
graduate
program that
will meet your
needs and launch
your career.

Flaming

Building may kill protected plants

Bush hits
Orlando
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bathed by flashbulbs.
"It seems like everybody's got
a camera or camera-phone
around here," DeVlieger said. ·
Every few seconds or so
somebody shouted something
toward the car or offered a
sometimes confusing hand gesture. "Unfortunately there's only
a few degrees · difference
between the car and George,"
DeVlieger said. "It's kind of hard
to tell who people are flipping off
- George, or the car."
Despite the sometimes neg"ative reactions, the general attitude toward the car was positive
and peaceful.
"There's been a lot more positive reaction than negative,"
DeVlieger said. "Even in my
neighborhood, which has a lot of
Confederate flags in it, people
were getting into it."
George's presence even commanded
VIP
treatment.
DeVlieger was· invited to park
the float at the front of clubs
such as Ybor's, Stardust and
BBQ Bar. "But there's no way
that it was gonna fit there," he
said.
The float didn't maneuver
well in the tight confines of
downtown. Once, George's
power generator shut off. Once it
was turnect back on, it took five
minutes to turn the float around
to escape from a parking lot on
Jefferson Street. ·
DeVlieger admitted that,
nearing the end of his time at the
helm, George was getting on his
nerves. The hitch for the trailer
scraped the ground every time
he pulled out of a parking lot. He
drove the float in town at excruciating1y slow speeds for 120
miles, 40 of which came looping
around downtown alone.
The angry onlookers didn't
help either. DeVlieger didn't
exp~t any violence while he was
driving George around, but joked
about the possibility of having
the FBI tap his phone for being
an activist: "If I have to be a martyr for driving a float around, it;s
kind of lame, but so be it."
As midnight rolled around,
DeVlieger planned to take the
rolling
oddity
down to
International Drive to stir up
some international interest.
"Yeah, people from other countries are surprised that we can
even do stuff like this in
America," he said. George just
stood there, a confused look on
his g1owing face.
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Econlockhatchee River Chair of
the Sierra Club of Central
Florida, endorsed using the
area to build a greenhouse and
enviroruhental center. She
feared that the school would
build a parking garage there
instead, though.
The Biology Department
wants the greenhouse back .to
use· for classes. Since it expects _
a demolition in the future, it's
considering building the greenhouse atop the new biology
building.
Meanwhile, foundation, slab
and l,ltility work has begun for a

transgenic greenhouse located
on Neptune Drive. Call it the
greenhouse of the future - one
where genetically modified
plants get the loving care of
geneticists on the faculty. This
greenhouse is not being funded
by, nor does it have anything to
do with, the Arboretum.
By the end of this n;ionth, the
Arboretum plans to have its first
full-time director, charged with
finding money to solve its dilemma. With the recent budget crisis that has struck the university, there is no funding available
to rebuild the greenhouse.

had fallen apart.
The sprinkler system and the
electrical wiring, neither of
which were installed by professionals, were not up to code.
Even the insulation on the sides
of the building rotted away.
However, the Arboretum did not
have the funding to fix the problems~ "The Arboretum could
only afford minimal maintenance, and without major
repairs, the house became more
than just a liability ... there was
a real hazard," Whittier said.
The greenhouse was con- demned, and a major decision
faced the Arboretum staff. Fix
the problems or demolish the
historic structure and start
from scratch.
Another problem looming
on the horizon could force the
staff's hand, though. The new
Engineering III building, scheduled to be built this year, will be
four stories tall. The plan is to
build it next to the greenhouse,
but that plan doesn't take into
account the shadow cast by a
four-floor structure.
Many of the plants inside
the greenhouse are extremely
sensitive, and, according to
Interim Director John Miner
and other Arboretum staff, this
shadow could kill every plant
inside. For the tllird time in the
greenhouse's history, it will
have to be moved, if the school
can afford it.
Another problem facing the
Arboretum is where to locate
the new greenhouse. While
Miner would like t<;> see it bili!t
between the CREOL l Building
and tlie East Parking Garage,
where the Physical Plant's
compost pile is, others say that
land is unsuitable for construction.
Several years ago, architectural plans were drafted for a
new state-of-the-art environmental center, complete with a
greenhouse, auditorium and
learning facility. The tentative
location for this center was on
Gemini Boulevard, east of
ANGELA KATSARELISI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Orion Boulevard. Marjorie The condemned greenhouse, which once was filled with bromeliads, annuals and orchids, is
Haverland-Holt,
now home to a 15-foot-tall mango tree and other plants that cannot be relocated.
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OUR STANCE

Laptops., provide
an unfair edge .

.,
I

f"'• J1 hat's the way the real

:J. world works. The candi-

:
date wi~h the most money
usually wins. lW3 can't change
'that.
That was the sentiment
expressed by several senators
~ast week when the SGA Senate
decided that student government
candidates could make their per:s onal l~ptops available to poople
to cast ballots for them.
' But the senators are wrong.
They can change it. And they
~hould.

The topic is on the table
because UCF has wireless
Internet access, which means students can sit down in a lot of
places on campus and use their
l;:i,ptop to get online without plugging in a cord.
UCF's student government
elections system uses a Webbased ballot that takes advantage
9f this technology; come election
time, students can either vote at
· .terminals set up in front of the
:Student Union or from anywhere
,e lse in the world simply by connecting to http://connect.ucf.edu.
Last spring and fall, when candidates pulled out their.laptops so
that students could cast a ballot
in the candidates' presence, a few
people cried foul. Voting with the
candidate standing over your
shoulder doesn't make for a free
election, they said.
They're right. It doesn't.
Imagine how perverse our elecions would become if all candidates could set up their own
polling places. There would be

not as convenient as voting from
one on every street corner. More
your bedroom, but requiring peovoters probably would get
involved, but it wouldn't make the ple. to go out and vote will only
deter those voters who care the
elections any more equitable.
Surprisingly this didn't appear least and are the least likely to
to be the primary concern of SGA vote.
There's no doubt what this
senators. The paraphrase cited
new SGA rule will allow: During
earlier illustrates the prevanmg
· sentiment at the meeting: There's the SGA presidential elections
next month, those candidates
nothing that can be done.
The Senate thus approved the who have laptops will be using
them to solicit votes. SGA may
new rule, with the only warning
have tried to spell out what's
that candidates would not be
appropriate and what's not, but
allowed to coerce voters to cast
the door allowing coercion and
ballots for them using schoolunethical behavior has remained
owned computers. The Qill otheropened.
. wise has no authority over perCan UCF still have the effisonal property, meaning that as
far as SGA is concerned, a candi- ciency of an electronic vote withdate can yank that laptop out of a out sacrificing the legitimacy of
the election? Of course. Permit
voter's hands if he or she is
voting only at the designated
preparing to cast a ballot for
polling place and allow election
someone the own,er doesn't like.
officials to supervise it.
A better solution, however, is
That way, votes can be countto regulate where people can
ed quickly and :voters won't be
vote. Set.up polling places on
coerced. Even more important, it
every UCF campus, find volunlevels the playing field - canditeers to man the polls and tell
dates who can't afford laptops or
stud~nts that if they want to vote,
have access to fewer of them
they have to go to the polls.
won't have to compete with those
The idea has a strong track
who have access to one or more.
record, despite problems in the
No room.for change?
2000 election. We don't vote for
If ever there were an environthe president of the United States
ment tailored to innovation, it's a
through a Web site. We go to a
university. if ever there was a
chtftch or a community center to
vote. No candidate can stand over place was designed to foster iC:lea shoulder, because it's illegal
alism, it's a university.
We deal in theories and whatand easy to monitor. A candidate
who walks in the door is welcome ifs because we can. We're challenging logic and reason and
to cast his o:r her vote, but then
must get out of the way. It's a 'sim- learning from the results. Yes, we
ple, effective system.
can change, and fair elections
should be the goal.
True, a fixed polling place is .
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could ruin future
.
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while the bottom 80 percient of
resident George W Bush
earners will get 6.5 percent of the
gave his friends the best gift
benefits of Bush's 2004 tax plan.
ever last Saturday: In his
That's not a dig, and it's not a tacweekly radio address he asked
tic; it's a hard fact. The kind of
Congress to make his tax cuts
permanent.
fact that the White House chooses
not to defend with other facts, but
Those are the sanie cuts that
have been widely criticized for giv- to dismiss as the crazed raming the most tax relief to rich peo- blings of the "real" bad guys, citiple, while simultaneously creating zens who are against Bush's tax
policy.
a horrifying amount of debt for
They call attacks on the tax
future taxpayers to sort out.
cuts for the rich "class warfare,"
They're also the same cuts that
)lave been denounced by econoas if to say the real enemies of
Americl;l. are people who would
mists as worthless in stimulating
·
' -the economy.
point out that poor people are getting the ·shaft while rich people
Maybe it's a sign that Bush
are getting richer. Maybe, to soft'isn't so sure about the upcoming
presidential election. To hedge his en the bloW; the Bush administration would prefer if its opponents
. 'bets, why not make it tougher to
refeITed to rich people as "people
get his policies reversed in the
who are slightly less poor than
event of a dethroning?
, Last year, when these tax cuts
everybody else."
were introduced, White House
In reality, the bad guys are the
:spokesman Ari Fleischer took the
numbers that the Bush administypical "liberals are just objecting tration's own economic policy
have generated.
to this because they're evil"
,approach and said, "Very often,
Nearly $1 trillion in income tax
,critics of tax relief described
revenue will disappear over the
first 10 years of the Bush tax plan.
,everybody as rich in an effort to
stop tax relief. I think that's been
Almost half of that will remain in
an old tactic by people who want- ,the pocket_s of the top 1 percent of
ed to raise taxes on the American Americans, says the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities.
people in the first place."
That's not a pretty set of fig"Critics" in the form of the
ures when you're coming into an
.Urban-Brookings Tax Policy
election year. So why address the
Center have shown that the top 5
.'J>8rcent of earners in America will numbers when you can just dismiss the people who mention
get ·70 percent of the benefits,

them?
Bush's radio address opened
up with defense tactic No. 2: Take
specifically focused, out-of-context
numbers and present them as if
they were the entire fiscal picture.
Case in point: Bush's tax cut
package was designed to create
new jobs. In his address, he said
that more than one quarter of a
million Americans started new
jobs in the last five months.
Accqrding to the Bureau of
Labor, however, the 100,000 new ·
jobs created in October, the best
month of the period cited by Bush,
reflected numbers that were
worse than all but'three of the 84
months of economic expansion
between 1993 and 2000. During
that period, the average job
growth was over 250,000 new jobs
permonth. ·
Bush credits the current economic and employment recovery
to his tax cuts. Ironically, former
President Bill Clinton's higher tax
rates resulted in significantly
higher economic and job growth
during the entirety of his presidency.
Bush said "the choice is clear"
when one weighs the merits of
raising taxes or keeping them permanently low. If the past few
months are any indication of the
effectiveness of his cuts, then
maybe the choice isn't so clear
after all.

.· Fraternity got weak punfshment

plinary reprimands or sanctions from UCF
for hazing or any other intolerable offenses.
On the other hand, SAE was on probation for
a violation of the alcohol policy. Even while
on probation, SAE received a lenient punishment from UCF's "disciplinary board."
When will UCF start treating all organizations the same? Is there a clear and present
sign of discrimination between Greeks and
non-Greeks? Yes! Somethin'g must be done.

After reading the article on the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity's hazing incident last
semester and learning of its one-year suspension for an incident that placed their pledges
lives in danger, I was appalled.
As a member of the Alpha Kappa Psi professional business fraternity, which was also
mentioned in the very same article, I was
angered that SAE was dealt the same punish- KENYA DAVIS
ment AKPsi received for a hazing incident a
SENIOR
year ago: The outcome of UCF's decision on
SAE is simply unjust due to its magnitude
and the severity of their actions.
Perhaps it's just me, but any reasonable
I am writing regarding UCF basketball.
person cannot rationally compare yelling at a Rarely have I seen a team play so hard, play
· pledge (AKPsi's offense) to the dii.ct-taping
'so disCiplined and show as much appreciaand blindfolding of several pledges accompation for its fans as the UCF basketball team
nied by nearly killing a pledge (SAE), and
does.
reach the conclusion that the same punishThis team is 11-2 and its games are the
ment should be dealt.
best show in Orlando, hands down. The stuIn actuality the large Greek organization
dents need to wake up and realize what a
amazingly receiv~d what everyone expected
gem of a b~sketball team we have. UCF has
... a soft "punishment."
42,000 students, yet the basketball team only
AKPsi is an organization that consists of
had 1,300 fans at its last home game.
professional students who bear no intention
It's time for UCF students to wake up and
of harming anyone. We are a group that
support this team. The arena should be
strives to improve and grow within ourselves , packed to watch this team, especially since
professionally. We had to basically beg UCF
6,000 students live on campus, and the arena
to keep our chapter open because they
is two minutes _away. This team has put its
threatened to close us down for a "hazing
total effort in. Now it's time for the students
incident" that involved someone "raising
to put in theirs.
their voice at a pledge." Is that really fair? I
- CHRIS WILSON
don't think so. At the time of the incident,
UCF STUDENT
AKPsi had no prior history of receiving disci-

Wake up and support basketball
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STUDENT UNION

2004 UCF/Oviedo
Relay For Life Kickoff
January 15, 2004

,

)

)

J

RELAY
FOR LIFE Join your community inthe

OPEN CIRCLE
ART EXHIBITION
February 25 - June 9,

,

fight against Cancer!

) )

20~4

.

'

2 shows • 2 floors of art
·3rd Floor:

2nd Floor:
Spring Open C ircle
Art Exhib ition

Who:

Oviedo/UCF Relay For Life Participants .

What:

Relay For Life-Kickoff Event

When:

Thursday, January 15, 2004 at 5:30 p.m:

Where:

Oviedo Marketplace- Food Court
1000.0viedo Marketplace Blvd.

Why:

Tb learn about Relay For Life and register your team

Connecting the UCF Community*

Brown v. Board of Education
Artistic reactions to the landmark
case that ended segregation in the
United States school system.

An art exhibition open to all
themes, showcasing the creative
talents and diverse voices of UCF
students

* In cooperation with the
Office of Undergraduate Studies

NOW ACCEPTING ENTRIES
• Both art exhibitions are open to all UCF students,
regardless of discipline of study or major.
• Any flat, 2-dimensional media may be entered.
• Visit the Student Union Inforination Desk or SU 312
for an Entry Form an~ Guidelines. .

)

team!
)

Why:

To find acure for cancer!

Contact:

Unable to attend the Kickoff, but would like to sign up ateam or get
additional information? Contact us by e-mailing
ucfrelay@hotmail.com, or call 407-843-8680 ext:511. You can also
register your team.by going to www.cancer.org/relayonline

The UC~/Oviedo Relay For Life Event will be held April 2-3, 2004 at
the UCF Track and Field. The 2004 Relay For Life theme is ....... ·

l

'J

•Deadline for submission is Monday, February 9, ,2004.

"Once upon atime ......there was cancer"

For mof'e information:
www.studentunion.ucf.edu
407-823-3677 • mpardon@mail.ucf.edu

e

STUDENT UNION

SDES

Relay For Life is a true community event where people of all ages and from all
walks of life come together for a common cause. Please join us in continuing the
fight against cancer, as we strive to make progress towards a cure.

Student Development
and Enrollment Services
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ON-GAMPUS SHl1TTLE

SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate

Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 4P.M.,
(Cl.ASS DAYS ONLY)

BEA

LUCKY RIDER!

Weekly drawings at the
UCF Bookstore. Ask your
driver for details.

Buses Operate

Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 4 P.M.,
(Cl.A.SS DAYS ONLY)

The UCF on-campus shuttle provides
transportation services for everyone to
travel throughout the campus. There is
no per-ride cost to use these shuttles. The
service provides safe, convenient, and
timely travel to the many destinations of
our campus. The operating hours are

)

')

Monday thru Friday 7am until 4pm.

Tbese maps PIOY be 1118d lor ""'141 •~
)

.
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•
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

These guys

....

don't bite
Take a seat, this rant
could last all season
Field goals
attempted by
premier A-Sun
· basketball guard
and Stetson Hatter
EJ. Gordon against
UCF Friday night.

I'm allergic to cats.
I'm allergic to cheap perfume.
However, I'm not allergic to college
basketball. Unfortunately, 41,499 of
the students at UCF are.
Last week our men's basketball
team not only improved its record to
11-2 and continued its early Atlantic
Sun dominance, but it managed a nice
little 10-game winning streak as well.
Yet only 700 students found time in
their busy .lives to go to the most
recent home game.
On a Monday night, of all nights,
only 700 students went. How does this
happen?
I haven't been this confused since I
fourid out that "My Baby's Daddy''
wasn't really a movie about USF's
football players' unusual procreation
rates.
Granted 700 students is a nice
increase from the 300 student average from the previous season, but a
Monday night? What are you people
doing on a Monday night?! •
There isn't any more Monday
Night Fbotball. WWE Raw has been
downright atrocious as of late.
Devaney's doesn't pick up until at
least 10 p.m. Local strip clubs have
become worthless, what with all the
pasties and such.
It isn't like I'm trying to keep you
up past your bedtimes or force you to
take speed until your eyes bleed.
We're talking about two-hour games
which never start later than 7:30 and
!- are free;
_:
Most of the games are on
Saturday. ·It's a weekend, kids. No
excuse can justey why you're not
starting your night at a UCF basketball game.
If you need a selling point, how _
about taking ·a look at the individual ,
players? Dexter Lyons could be one of
the most exciting and charismatic
players in the nation this year. He's
smart, talented and funnier than a
naked photo of Tony Siragusa.
Roberto Morentin might just be the
perfect hybrid of Vlade Divac and
Rony Seikaly. UCF's big man is putting up numbers that no one expected. Lyons is leading the team in points
per game, but I'm giving my ~arly nod
·
for season MVP to Morentin.
Aside from Lyons, the other fan
favorite of this team is Ben Stout. I'll
be honest. Sometimes I get a little
scared that if this kid doesn't scarf
down a steak or two pretty soon, a
light gust of wind might knock the 7footer to the ground. Stout has yet to
score a point this season, but his
appeal is that he enters the game by
the crowd's demand when UCF has
· already won. If the Knights stay at
this pace, Stout will lead the nation in
playing time,
Of course, how can I expect ariy
student to go to a basketball game
when our school's leadership doesn't
even bother attending? Keep in mind,
I don't burn bridges - I nuke them.
I respect all of the athletics promotions that student government does,
but if going to a men's basketball
game is like having sex, then that
office has more virgins than a
Dungeons and Dragons tournament.
But how should I expect them to do
something when the people above
them refuse to lead by example?
Hey hippie protesters, want a reason to protest President Hitt that we'll
all agree on? Go ask our giorious
commander-in-chief when he last
attended a home basketball game.
. The word is that it's been more than a
· year.
Our entire athletics program is on
the verge of something bigger than we
can imagine. It's been said over and
over that our school lacks a solid basketball program. But Kirk Speraw's
band of A-Sun upstarts might just
agree that winning. begins with a
strong fan base.
We've seen what these guys can do
with a crowd of 1,200.
Imagine what they can do with a
crowd of 5,000.

Field goals Gordon
was held to.

Fast-break points
scored by UCF
against Stetson.

Fast-break points
allowed by the UCF
defense against
Stetson.

1'
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UCF softball was
silenced by the
Tennessee
VQlunteers this
weekend, as the
Knights fell 6-0 in
exhibition play.
Tennessee pitcher
Monica Abbott
baffled UCF batters,
recording 13
strikeouts in five·
innings, while
surrendering just
three hits and no
runs. Returning ace
Taylor Sawyer was
joined by three new
faces on the mound
Saturday, as Kelly
Mcintyre, Dana
Gilmore and Lindsay
Enders all saw time
against UT. The
Knights' regular
season begins Jan.
27.

Men's basketba II
_ looks to keep its 10game winning
streak alive as it
heads to Boca Raton
Wednesday to take
on Florida Atlantic.
The men return
home to host
Lipscomb at 7:30
p.m. Saturday at the
UCF Arena ... The
women's basketball
team looks to hop
back on the winning
wagon as it hosts
FAU at5 p.m.
Tuesday.The Knights
travel to North
Carolina on
Saturday to take on
Gardner-Webb.

"We're used to
being the hunters
and now we're
turning into the
hunted."
- FORWARD JOSH
BODDEN ON UCF'S
10..GAME WINNING
STREAK

)

•1t would be like
home court
everywhere we go.
We feed off of them.
Dexter feeds off of
them.You have to
love that.•
-BODDEN ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF
TRAVELING FANS

•1t they'd come on
every road game
with us, it would be
great. They're loud,
Vf.f'l loud. I can't
i

even hear myself
tfllnk."

Men extend winning
streak to nine games
FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

UCF's men basketball team
has earned a lot this season.
The Knights have earned their
best start since moving to the
Division I level. They have earned
their way to the top of the A-Sun
conference. And yesterday the
Knights posted their first victory
in Jacksonville in nearly four
years in their first live television
broadcast of the season:
Roberto Morentin led the way,
accounting for- a game-high 18
points in carrying the Knights to a
63-51 victory over Jacksonville at
Swisher Gym, extending the
Knights winning streak to nine
games.
UCF had not won at Swisher

Gym since Jan. 19, 2000, when
they beat the Dolphins 79-70.
''Anytime you go on the road
it's tough," forward Josh B_odden
said. "You like to take care of business at horn~ and win as many
road games as you can. Now that
we have this winning streak going
and we're first in the conference,
teams are going to be giving us
their best shots."
The Knights (10-2, 6-0) established the tone early, forcirig early
turnovers and feeding the post to
take hold of a 6-0 lead.
Dexter Lyons, who averages
16.5 points a game to lead the
Knights, picked up early fouls and
never got into the flow of the game.
He finished with six points, matchPLEASESEE

AVANT ON 82

Women drop matches to
Mercer, Georgia State _
UCF 62-58 in overtime. The game
was nip-and-tuck the entire way.
With 44 seconds to go in reguThe UCF women's basketball lation, GSU guard Yvette Tisdale
team came into Thursday's game hit two free throws to give the
3-0 tied for first place in the Panthers a 54-53 edge, but with 17
Atlantic
Sun
Conference. seconds on the clock UCF guard
However after Saturday's action · LaShay King was fouled going to
the Knights are 3-2, and are now the basket. King made the first
in fourth place in the A-Sun.
one, and the second rolled out.
'We have a bulls eye on our.
''The whole key to the game
back," head coach Gail Striegter wasn't that (the last free throw),"
said "Every single team is going Striegier said "There were other
to come out and play their best factors. We gave up two offensive
game against us."
rebounds on our end in the final
On ThUl'sday night Georgia
State (84, 5-0 A-Sun) defeated
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON B4

MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

BRm HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Last week's A-Sun nPlayer of the Week" Josh Bodden led the Knights in rebounds at Stetson with eight.

Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

.

.

Avant scores 12 in career-best performance
Men's Notebook
Scouting FAU
The Knights will be looking
for their 1oth consecutive win
as they take on the Owls of
F1orida Atlantic University on
Wednesday at Boca Raton.
The last time the two teams
met, UCFwalked awaywith an
82-75 victory; which was highlighted by Marcus McGee's
career-high 14 points off the
bench. The Knights lead the
all-time series 17-5.. FAU (7-5,
4-1) is currently third in A-sun
standings andis led bythe conference's second-leading scorer, Mike Bell, who contributes
20.4 points and 7.9 rebounds.a
g-ame.
UCF's Josh Bodden was
named A-Sun Co-Player-ofthe-Week on Jan. 5. The senior
forward, who helped the
Knights to a key win over conference preseason favorite
Georgia State, shared the
honor with Steve Darbyn of
Belmont. Bodden averaged
19.5 points and nine rebounds
in a two-game spurt while
shooting 75 percent from the
floor.

Around the A-Sun
Led by three players averaging double figures in scoring, Troy State is again making a run at the A-Sun title. The
Trojans (9-3), who defeated
UCF in the title g-ame of the ASun tournament to advance to
the NCAA tournament last
year, are off to a 6-0 conference
record and have a date With
the Knights on their home
court on Jan. 23. Led by junior
guard Greg Davis, who
accounts for a conferenceleading; 9.2 assists as well as
15.8 points a g-ame, the Trojans
registered an 82-80 overtime
win over Belmont on Thursday.
Belmont's Adam Mark is
leading the A-Sun in scoring
and is also third in rebounding.
The senior forward is averaging 20.6 points and 8.3
rebounds a contest. He posted
a season-high 31 points in a 7758 win over Stetson on Jan. 5.

Conf.

Team
Troy State
UCF
. Florida Atlantic
Mercer
Belmont
Georgia State
Jacksonville
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Campbell
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ing his lowest output against
F1orida, who. last defeated the
Knights .in Jacksonville on Dec. 4.
"I love these guys," Lyons said
"I just try to feed these guys. When
these guys get guing, no one can
stop us. I just add extra to what
they do."
Picking up the slack, Marcus
Avant had his best offensive outing
as a Knight. The junior forward,
who is best known for his defensive contributions, scored a
career-high 12 points, including
two 3-point baskets that gave the
Knights a 34-23 halftime cushion.
The Knights relied primarily on
their defense in the second half,
holding Jacksonville to 34 percent
shooting from the field.
Jure Lozancic had 13 points to
lead the Dolphins ({}5, 1-3), who
drilled three consecutive 3-point
-baskets to cut the lead to six points
with 4:30 remaining in the game.
Robert Ross, who missed a couple
g-ames due to academic issues,
· returned to his usual relieving
position as he converted a 3-pointer of his own to grab the momentum back for the Knights. He finished with seven points.
UC~ 71, Stetson 58
The Knights started the weekend with a · 71-58 victory over
stetson, with three players scoring
in double figures at the Edmunds
Center on Friday.
"I don't think we were very satisfied with this game," said

'
•

•
i

Bodden, who finished the g-ame
with eight points and eight
rebounds. "I don't think we felt like
we came out tonight. Maybe we
overplayed some shots, but we're
definitc;:ily not satisfied.
·
"The A-Sun is not an easy conference to play in. Their record
might not reflect it, but they've
played a lot of good teams this
year and they've played a lot of
teams tough."
Lyons, 1"ho led the team in

scoring for the seventh time this
season, accounted for 22 points
and also finished with a careerhigh,six steals. Gary Johnson had
15 points, including three 3-pointers, and a g-ame leadiilg six
assists, while Morentin added 15
points.
"We only had five steals,"
Stetson head coach Derek Waugh
said. "That tells ine that we didn't
plRy aggressive enough or hard
enough on defense."

I'

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA F.UTURE

Coach Kirk Speraw (bottom left, photographed last week at the UCF Arena) has led the men's
basketball team to a 1ll-game winning streak, the best of his career. Guard Troy Lindbeck (top
left) had nine points off the bench at Stetson on Friday.Yesterday, forward Marcus Avant
(above) had 12 points against Jacksonville. Both were career-bests for the players.

•

Off to a cold start

BRITT HART I CENTRAL RORIDA FUTURE

,

UCF softball wanned up for the 2004 season Saturday, despite temperatures in the lower 40s;The Knights (oukfn't find an offensive'.
rhythm, though, as UCF struck out in 13oftheir~rst15 plate"appearances in their exhibition game ...galnst the Tennessee Volunteers.

corner
lmspc>rts-ucf-edu

JULIE REEVES
Contributing Writer

UCF places second at flag
football national tournament

~

LSU and Oklahoma weren't
the only teams playing for ·a
national championship over the
break in New Orleans. The UCF
Co-RecF1agFbotball team, Dix-nChix, finished second in the
nation at the ACIC F1ag Fbotball
championships, just falling short
against UConn in the finals.
After being crowned IM
Champions here at UCF, D-n-C
took their show on the road to the
25th Annual F1ag Fbotball
Championships held at the
University of New Orleans. D-n-C
started off iii pool play, defeating
UConn (20-7) and Western
Kentucky (34-0). D-n-C received a
top seed into the tournament
bracket, where they beat Arizona
State in a comeback thriller

topped off by Justin Junod's g-ame
winning catch in the last minute ,
to win 19-16. Next, D-n-C took on
the Nebraska Cornhuskers. After
trailing• by double digits in the
first half, D-n-C stormed back to
win 38-26. UCF advanced to the
semi-finals against St. Peters
College of New Jersey, and routed
the tournament favorite, 22-8.
UConn earned a rematch with
·UCF in the championship game,
and gut the better of D-n-C the
second time around, 1{}6. Mike
· Ruggieri's touchdown toss to
Jermaille Brown accounted for
the only points of the g8.me.
· Alongwith a second-place trophy, four individuals from the D-nC squad came home to UCF with
National Awards. Kim Freed,
Aya Funahashi, and James Panui
were named First ' Team AllAmericans. Julie Hartley, in her
third trip to the national tournament, was named female MVP of
the Co-Rec division.
In other tournament action,
UCF's Men's team, Light 'em Up,
went 1-1 in pool play with a Win
over Southern Mississippi, but
lost in the playoffs against
Campbell University.
UCF
Women's team, Golden Krllghts,
fell in pool play against North
Texas and North Georgi.a ending
th tournament run early.

WE'LL
BEAT
ANYBODY
DEAL!

UCF officials also bring
home hardware
UCF also fared well· wi:th the ·
officials who were represented at
the 25th annual flag football tour- ·
nament. Intramural Supervisor
Steve Anderson became UCF's
first ever two-time All-American
official and Graduate Assistant
Sam Mayhew was also named
All-American.
Sam was the line judge for the
Men's
Collegiate
National
Championship game. Intramural
Supervisors Chris Morello, who
was an All-American last year,
Michael Boman, and Camille
Jackson also officiated at the
tournament among the 72 offi. cials who were invited · nationwide. The top 20 officials each
year are named All-American,
and UCF has had 5 in the last 3
years.

•
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Women's Notebook

Knights left A-game
in the locker room

Scouting Florida Atlantic
FAU (2-10, 1-4 A-Sun) like
UCF is coming off two close
losses to Mercer and Georgia
State.
Chancellor Dugan's squad
likes to turn the game into a
track meet, and are 2-0 this
season when scoring more
than 80 points.
"Plain and simple we are
in no position to take anyone
for granted," head coach Gail
Striegler said.
The Owls are sparked by
forward Trineca McCleod and
guard Shontavia Williams
who both average in double
figures.
The Knights defeated the
Owls 72-61 on December 4th
in Boca Raton with McCleod
scoring 13 points. However
UCF is struggling at home
with a 1-6 mark

FROM B1

54-43 advantage with five minutes
to go.
three minutes, and that cannot
"We weren't lost at the defenshappen."
es they were throwing at us,"
GSU forward Monica Thomas Hudson said. "We practiced them
started the extra period hitting for two days. We just re~y couldtwo three pointers on the right n't connect when we needed to."
wing, and the Panthers didn't look
The Knights would make a
back taking
charge behind
a 60-54 lead.
Hudson.
She
Thomas finknocked down
Women's
ished with a
her fourth
A-Sun
team-high 15
· three-pointer
standings
points.
to cut the deficit
Leading
down to 60-58
the way for
Cont.
Overall
with 25 seconds
Team
W L
W L
UCF
was
left. That would
5 0
Georgia State
8 4
Takira Allen
be the closest
Belmont
4 0
6 5
who for the
UCF
would get
Mercer
4 1
6 6
third
as
Hudson
Stetson
3 2
5 7
straight
would
finish
UCF
3 2
4 8
game scored
with
a
ca,reer·Lipscomb
5
7
2 2
a
seasonTroy State
2 2
high 28 points.
3 8
high. Allen
Campbell
1 3
3 7
"She did a
Florida Atlantic
1 4
2 10
put home 22
great
hitting
Gardner-Webb
0 4.
0 10
points and
some big time
Jacksonville
0 5
2 10
grabbed six
shots in the
rebounds.
end,'.' Striegler
Unlike last season UCF and said. "Someone else has to step
GSU will meet for a second time up alongwith her."
in the regular season. The
"The last couple of games I've
rematch is set for February 28th played well, but I haven't been
in Atlanta.
contributing offensively," Hudson
"The more we can play them said. "That ·came from me rushthe better off it will make us," ing my shot, and not letting the
Striegier said. "I thlnk it's good game come to me."
that we get to play the best twice."
Mercer forward Jo Jo Carter
UCF came out on Saturday in hit all six of her free throws in the
the first twenty minutes against final thirty seconds. Carter led the
Mercer shooting 50 percent from Bears tallying 16 points.
·the floor, and took a nine-point
UCF (4-8; 3-2 A-Sun) will back
advantage to the locker room. to action on Tuesday night
The problem for the Knights is against Florida Atlantic. Tii)-off is
that they were still twenty min- slated for 5pm at UCF Arena.
utes to go.
"I have to do a better job of
"We did not come out and play preparing them," Striegler said.
the second half," Striegier said. "If ·''.And the bottom line is we have to
we don't play better than that it is come out to play."
going to be a long year."
After the loss on Saturday the
"Coach always preaches team hosted a ·free basketball
about the first five minutes of the clinic to youth in the Central
second half to come out a.Ild bury -Florida area. At the end during a
them," guard Celeste Hudson question-answer session to the
said. ''.And we didn't do that team one girl asked whether or
today."
not the team was going to win on
UCF shot 8 of 33 from the field Tuesday.
in the second half, and scored two
"We are definitely going to win
points in an eleven minute span on Tuesday," Hudson said.
as Mercer (6-6; 4-1 A-Sun) took a
The rest of the team agreed.

Around t1te Atlantic Sun
We are getting ready to
approach mid-season with
Georgia State and Belmont as
the two lone undefeated
squads left in conference
play. The Panthers and the
Bruins are beginning to separate itself from the rest of the
field. Mercer is trying to keep
to stay in it only one game
behind.
PHOTOS BY BRITT HARTI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Guard Celeste Hudson (above) scored a career-high 28 points against Mercer.
Takira Allen (below) scored a season-high 22 points against Georgia State.

Upset of the weekend
Stetson over Lipscomb
67-63

.
For the second straight
time the Hatters pull a big
upset in conference play. This
time SU took its act on the
road and defeated Lipscomb.
Forward Kristy Brown posted
her seventh double-double of
the season posting 21 points
and 10 rebounds. Sooner or
later it won't be a surprise
that Stetson is Winning these
close contests.

Early week game to watch
FloridaAtlantic at UCF

It may be the only conference game A-Sun game of the
early week, but it important
especially for the honie team.
UCF must stop the bleeding of
a two game losing streak, and
call ill-afford to drop to 3-3 in
the A-Sun.

O'Leary's new

staff highest-paid
in Florida
FROM 81

faculty about recent spending. Moreover,
the protesters have claimed that the university has been careless in its football
spending and negligent in cutting back
the amount of classes offered in the
spring and summer.
"We wanted to take our football program to the next level, and that includes
salaries," Orsini said of O'Leary's new
staff of assistants. "I set the compensation levels based on the national survey
[from the National Association of
Collegiate Directors of Athletics]. I used
that as a guide. I expect our coaches to
compete with schools at that level."
Currently, O'Leary'B staff is the highest-paid group of college football assistants in Florida.·
'Tm proud to say we're paying fairmarket value," Orsini said. "We've
brought in proven 9oordinators, proven
coaches, people that are going to help
our kids reach their potential and help
UCF grow to that next level we talk
about." ·
·
UCF's independent athletic association was created over the summer and
took away the department's dependency
on the school and the state. In fact, the
only aid the athletic association receives
from the university is the $11.09 per
credit hour student athletic fee: The fee,
however, has also caused alarm as it is
the highest in Florida.
Despite the ongoing criticism, Orsini
and UCF President John Hitt remain
confident that the decision will pay off in
the univers.ity's favor.
"It's kind of the maturation of the athletics program," Hitt said of the decision
a year ago. "If we're successful, we'll
look back in 15 years and say this was a
significant step."
The niost important significance of
the move to the independent association
was Orsini's ability to act with more flexibility in the termination of Kruczek and
the hiring of O'Leary.
The existence of the independent athletic association will rely heavily on the
· donations of people like D'Antonio.
. "It's $1 million now, but I hope to give
even more in the future," D'Antonio said.
"I think the program is going to be something special."
· .,
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CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

100 Help Wanted: General
400 SeMl1!S
125 Help Wanted: SaleslMaiteting 450 RetaD
150 HelpWanted:Part-Tlllie
500 Events: Campus
175 HelpWanted:Ful-Time
525 Events: Greek life
200 For Rent Homes
550 Events:OfHampus
225 For RentApartments
600 r..ave1
,
250 Roommates
- 700 Worship
.
275 Sublease
800 Miscellaneous
300 For Sale: General
. 900 Wanted
325 ForSale:Automotive
999 Lost & Fourld
350 For Sale; Homes

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 4~7'"4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds_@UOFnews.com
In Person: University Cowt, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rou~e behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m.·FrL for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

OFFICE MAILINGADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

JIEU' WANI'ED woo.

PAYMENT METHODS

·2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk

$10/wk
$9/wk

»olding:

$1/Wk

$1/wk
$1/Wk

.

. Large Headline:

$1/wk

$8/wk

mIDJlNr
$6/wk
$5/Wk

$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above ~olHde an ad of up to five lines, 35
cha,.rMters per line; $1.fwk:for each additional line.

(407)447-4555.
HELP WANTED:
I~
~General
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

WANTED:
Students To Take
Online S~rveys For Money.
Get Paid for Your Opinion

·Roadhouse Grill
Restaurant Hourly Interviews
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2?81 S.
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.-Thurs. 2-5pm
(No Appt. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on dutyi.
Directions .407-481-2991.
Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in. Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, and make lifelong friends, then
look no further. Camp Mataponi, a
residential girls camp in Maine, has
male/female summertime openings for
Land Sports, Waterfront (small crafts,
skiing, life guarding, WSI, boat drivers),
Ropes Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts
&'.Crafts, Theater, Archery, Gymnastics,
Dance, Photography, Group Leaders & ·
· more. Top salaries plus room/board &
' ·travel provided. ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
1/27. Call us today toll free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Partitipate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection
For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Two movie tickets ... free. Telling· her
how you feel creatively... $6. Not
having to worry about Valentine's Day
this year...priceless! Place a Valentine's·
classified in the Feb ~ 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407) 447-4555.

, Actresses I Models
Attractive females wanted for video. 18+
Call 321-235-6110.
Email resume to luciddvd@aol.com . .
College level chemistry tutor needed .
1 day per week. Graduate student
preferred. Pay negotiable.
Call Sandy at 407-293-5022 . .

View all Future classifieds online
anytime at www.UCFnews.com! 1

FRE.E WEIGHT TRAl·NING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to ,
examine how genetics affects the way a person respqnds to weight
training. ·

Participants will receiye:

• 24 ~upervis~d training sessio_ns
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today

407-823-5163

Test Prep Instructors Needed
UCF Continuing Education is looking for
test preparation instructors
for GAE, GMAT and LSAT. Applicants
should be very knowledgeable in
algebra with instructional and
standardized test experience. LSAT
applicants should have LSAT, law school
and law experience.
Email resumes to: conted@mail.ucf.edu
On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment complex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
32,1-229-1426 and ask for Amber.
Collector Position open in the Kosmas
Group International. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 Timeshare Experience
Able to work.Flexible hours- 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
. Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
. Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 34
Fax# 407-275-0431

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provicjed.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing; motivated people. FT/PT
· AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disn,ey areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Actors/Models
For movies, TV, Film, Catalogues,
newborn to senior, Model and Talent
· Bureau auditions. Jan, 18, 19 in Altamonte
Springs/Kissimmee/Orlando. $34.50
refundable if you do r1ot qualify.
519-249-0700 orwww.mtb1993.com
~

•

t .

and receive inbound .calls fo collect on past-due customer accounts. Qualified
t have knowledge of current co[lection laws and be able to multi-task, make
ve problems relating to sehsiN've and confidential information.

ew h-ire training classes that start 1-/30/04! Training is the first seven. weeks
, M·F ~rom 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. Shift assignments will be 28 hours/week.

Management Outbound Operator

·

calls to customers with past-due accounts, transfer account holders to collection
for-additional asslstal]ce, updat-e reJevant acc6unt information and docume~t all
facts in datab.ase. One:year p_rior ca ll center/ collections experience preferred.
I diploma l GED required.

, • A work location near UCf ?:.
•A ca$ual work environment?
• Flexible·hours?
•Great pay?

29/04! Training is the tfrst week of employment
~· ·' 8 p.m. - midnight. Shift assignments will

Need High Tech Selling Experience? '·
Get real world sales/ m'arketing exp. from
proven software sales pros. PT-FT.
$10/hr. +bonuses. Fax resume to
TransAct. Marketing @ 407-644-9696 or
email: info@transactmarketing.com.'
Fresh Produce Sportswear
a natl women's an children'i; clothing
company has a PT evening/weekend
and seasonal career opportunities for
- fun, energetic retail professionals at
our Universal City Walk location. Join
our family atmosphere & earn
excellent wages and discounts. Call
Heather at 407-363-9363 for·an
appt. or fax your resume to
407-363-1694.

t

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr. plus bonuses. Very relaxed
enviroi:iment. Call for interview or leave
msg. 407-677-4560.

•

Administrative Assistant
.
Required clerical experience, MS Excel,
flexible hours available, located near
·campus. Fax resume to 407-823-3101 .

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

·
or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

Babysitter needed for a few mornings
and/or afterno.ons. Exp. working w/ 2
young children pref. Altamonte Spr. area.
Wages neg. Email resume and letter of
interest to karenarace@cfl.rr.com.
Outgoing personality needed. 5 mins.
from UCF. Telemar.keter/Appointment
Setter. Part time/evening. Phone exp. a
plus! -Base Pay w/ bonus program. Call
Linette 407-359-9501 ext. 209. Mon-Fri.

smallpox
Vaccine

I

-·~-ud_y~____.J

The Orlando Clinical Res.earch Center Is Testing An
lnvestigatioi1al Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the·following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
·
Compensation is paid for time and travel

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131 .

CHEER!!!

_1
'---"--

'

Create your online travel agency. Save
up to $70% in travel expenses, travel
and mak!il money. $2,000 monthly. Call
Chandra 407-438-3905 or
email: fomeheart75@aol.com

ULTA
Salon~ Cosmetics & Fragr.ance
is now hiring

PT Cheerleading Instructor to work with
children. Thursday and Friday evenings.
Must have own transportation. Great pay!
Call Kristen @ 1-866-273-2292.
PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
~··www.dogdayafternoon.net***

Call 407-628-3844.

• SALES-& STOCK
•STYLISTS
• ESTHETICIANS
•NAIL TECHS
.

'-

for our new·store in

ORLANDO, FL
We offer great pay, benefits, & paid training.

Apply in person at our on site interviews from
JANUARY 12th to 16th, 2004
from 9 AM - 6 PM

Call today for more information:

at:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste.108
www.ocrc.net

Waterford Lakes Town Center
841 .Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL

EOE

The best job in town! Natures Table is
hiring servers for all shifts, Mon-Fri
6 am-8 pm, Sat 6:30 am-2 pm . If you are
well groomed and friendly with a positive
attitude, we need you. Very busy
location, must be able to work under
pressure. Only apply if you are hard
working and need at least 25 hours per
week. Call Kathy or Camille at
407-514-6999 after 2 pm.
Server needed. 15-20hrs. $6/hr + tips.
Falafel Cafe. Across from campus. 1 YR.
• exp. ·req. Apply within 12140 C.ollegiate
Way #175. For info please call
407-701-0069 anytime.
MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening hours
5-9 pm. Occasional 9 am-1 pm . . About
12-20 hours/ wk. Flex. sched. as your
sched. changes. Starting $7-7.50
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only
Call Donna at 407-671-7143.

•
'.

Twice a .week. ·
Donate Plasma ..
Save Lives.
.

\.

, 1

'

Earn Cash.

'

DCI Biologicals
OnAlafaya

.

I

(321) ·235-9100
t

There·s no sllch thinq
.as perfect fri.ends ...

hut there IS the

I

WHYRENT

PEDFECT APADTHEHT.

LOF!s
.
unique student apartments

OWN? ·:

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!

.

.

I

when you can· (

y

Jefferson..

-

Individual Leases

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN

3 B.EDROOM,

- lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with JacuZ.zi

E

2 ·BATH HOMES · ~

Washer/Dryer in EVery Aparhnent

~:

Ho~ Acceptinq On-Line

Rental Payments
IVISA 11··11··1
_____....

.. ()

'QJ

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

Come join your classmates already living here...
plus receive a Fifi Wosher/Dryerl
· • Down Payment Assistance .
• Immediate_Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

:t"

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
. anti Sunday 11 :00 a.m. -5:00 p_.m.
.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 !Miles East 01 Alalaya

407-281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com -

. .,
••

~•

Crossword
Marketing Assistants Needed.
For more info call Elizabeth.
407-489-1324.

••

One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-In
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player and
Down Comforter. All this for just
$515/mo. F only. Call Tessa@
352-551-6728.

LEARN TOl#DI

Learn to fly with an experienced Instructor and
corporate pllot. It's -'fordable, perfectly safe, and
anyone can do It. Flexible around your schedule,
and amazing funl Leaeona !R•ke • great gift, tool
Call NOW - lllke your first ftlghtl

ERIC (407) 619-0022

Room for M student in 4/4 apartment at
Pegasus Landing. Zero deposit,
$490/mo, util. incl. Furn., full kitchen,
W/D, cable, ethernet, pools; fltness
center, etc. Call 561-789-3560.

••
••

Stunning 2bd/2ba Apt. Wood floors,
new appl., vaulted ceilings, pool, &
tennis. Must Seel Open Sun. Jan 18,
1 to 4pm, 160-Hunters Reserve,
Unit #204. Call 305-775-2063.

••

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321-229-1426.

••

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment
In luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.

,..

Discounts for UCF Students, Faculty, and Staff!
Comprehensive Exam•••••••••$38 1 (reg. $48)
Contact Lens Exam•••••••••••••$65* (reg. $84)
(Includes trial contacts, instruction, care kit, case, follow-up visits)
*Torie, RGP, or other specialty lenses additional

10°/ OFF
0

for sl'udenl's

Room avail in 4/2 house close
Structural Engineer
Position avail. for ebtry level structural
engineer. BFE Degree req. Typical
projects incl.: commercial , institutional,
residential and recreational facilities.
Please fax resume to HB Associates at
407-740-7900.

I

I

Nurse Practioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
benefits for a busy cardiology practice
located in Orlando. Nurse practioner .will
round at local hospitals with physicians.
407-351-5384 x 3809 or fax
407-843-2109.

l

Civil Engineer
•

Position avail. for entry level civil
engineer to work on commercial projects.
' Responsibilities will incl.: drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please tii.x resume to HB
· Associates at 407-740-7900.

•

200
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $69!! to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

I

•
•
I

•

Room for rent in 4/2 house. All util. and
amenities incl. Wireless Internet, min. from UCF, $415/mo. Call Eric
407-791-3723_or email BigE42@aol.com.

f.

Brand New 3035 sqft. Home
4BR 3.5 BA w/ loft in E. Orlando 2 Story,
2 car garage, walk-in closets, inside
• utility, cable/phone outlets in every room,
: all kit. appli., p,riv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles
• from UCF. Only $1575/mo.($393 per br)
+ util. Call todayl 407-249-1417
Alafaya I East Wd. Gorgeous 4/2 Newer
Home on lake. 2 car gar. Safe, tam.
neighg. Vaulted ceil, huge backyrd,
ceram. tile, phone/cable ready all
rms. $1295. Avail now. (407)-579-7590.
Room for rent in a 3/2 house close to
campus. $450/mo. furn or $400/mo.
unfurn. 1/3 utils. Must be mature, clean
and quiet. Call 407-694-2881.

•

• 2bed/2bath off of Dean and Colonial. On
' a cul-de-sac. All appliances included. Hot
• tub, tile floors, screened patio, pond view
•
and single car garage. $950/mo.
Call 407-709-2587.
3/2 tlle floors, W/D, dishwasher, etc.
Sherwood Forest. Close to school.
Avall. now! Call 407-496-0888.
Townhouse in Tuskawilla for rent.
2BD/2 1/2 BA, 2 story, two parking
spaces, all appliances incl., W/D, newly
painted and carpeted. $750/mo.
Call 407-366-5971 to leave message.

..

Townhouses 3 min . from UCF.
2bed/2bath for $725/mo. and
3bed/2bath for $850/mo.
Call 407-381-5105.

I

~ FOR RENT:
~ Apartments

• Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnish'ed, all util. Incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.
~

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
· Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-In closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
: Incl. water, trash , & electric. Prefer NS,
1 no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
:
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
•
407-366-2650.

:----------.,----=--:---

••

Waterford Lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail

. Featuring: Acuvue
2, B&L Optima,
Ciba Night & Day,

(407) 737-3580

many others.

Full Optical with
hundreds 'of stylish,

~TARGET

aff~~~~b\~aJ:!r,;,es

\:.I Op~

1

Thepellentrd lll)'olfwpnon respcnsl)letorpeymenthallherl(tltklrel'u8etoPlft, caroet paymcrrtorbe relmtused fOrpaym«ltbtJtf'/"othel"SM'lce. examlretlon,
ornmrn.rtWlllCl'l IS performed wlttlln n hoinotrespol'dlng IOthe ~farthefnle, dbc::aunUld-fDeorreduced·fee miammtlon ormitment.

2
3
4
5
6

$759/mo. NO DEPOSIT. Starting Feb.
W/D hook-ups and balcony.
Call 407-484-2734'.
Jan. Sublease in Board.walk Apts.
Min. to UCF!I! $485/mo. 1st mo. free.
Fully furn., water, electric and cable incl.
Shuttle service. Call 407-737-2732.

Roommate wanted to share 3bd house.10 mins. from UCF. Own bath, W/D,
prem. cable, high speed Internet,
yard, grill & garage. $425/mo. lncls.
utils. No Deposit. Call 407-421-2397.

1bd/1ba In 3bd/3ba apartment at
VIiiage at Science Dr. New carpet,
very clean, util. incl., and furn.
$510/mo. No move-in feesll! Avail.
ASAP!!! Call Keila @ 407-313-0205
or 727-847-5999.

M needed for Jan. House to share w/ 2
M Christian grad students. Quiet & clean
4b/2.5b. Close to UCF. $400/mo. + util.
Dig cable, Pool table, Cable modem.
N/S, Non-alcoholic. Call 407-971-3394.

2 bed/2 bath at Jefferson Commons.
Avail. Dec thru Aug 2004 Fully furn .
Utils. incl. $560/mo. No move-in fees,
Call 407-616-1622 or
mydeerwatsun@aol,com.

F looking for nice, clean roommate to '
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
$450/mo. 13 mi. from. UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-277-1489 for more info

4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659'
1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
' $451/mo. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's,
and ethernet. Avail. immediately.
Call Amanda at
407-902-9343 or leave message.
1 Bedroom avail. Share Bath. $450/mo.
incls. utils. Cable, W/D. Furn. except
room. Fenced backyard. 3 mins. from
UCF. N/S 21-30 yrs. w/ stable income.
· 407-448-6576 ask for Eric.
4/2 House 2 mi. behind UCF. $400/mo.
+1/4 util. Furn. common area, pool table,
dart board, high speed Internet, cable
and movie channels. Call J.R. at
407-927-7876.
1 clean roommate needed in furnished
3/2 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom
unfurnished. No pets. $415/mo. util. incl.,
W/D, cable and DSL. Call 321-377-0808
or 407-677-9051 .
Female roommate needed-4bdrm house
15 min from UCF. House furnished, bdrm
not. Flexible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intmt, fawn ser. Avail Feb 1st. NO PETSJ
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407-492-6541.
2 F Roommates wanted. 4/2 home in
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Home fully furn. except
bedroom. $450/month includes utilities,
W/D, DSL, & phone. No lease required.
407-830-8775. .
House to share Alafaya Woods 1O mins.
from UCF. M seeking conscientious,
financially able M/F student Furn. Prem.
cable. Hi. sp. int. W/D. Nice yard. Roomy
I split fir. plan. $400 + util. 407-532-3194.
3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent lncls. utll.
phone, DSL, cable, W/D, alarm
system and garage parking. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.
UCF Area: To share 4bd/1 .5ba House.
$350/mo. util.incl. $200 deposit. W/D, NS
and NP. Call 407-421-1145.
14500 Daring Ave'.
Orlando, FL
Furn. room and bath for rent in 212 condo
on Econ Tr, min. to UCF. Pool, jacuzzi, basketball, and tennis ct. $550/mo. incl.
all utils., Internet, W/D and long distance.
Call Sandy 407-275-0968.
Female Roommate Wanted for a 4/2
House. Close to UCF. $425/mo. plus
utils. Move-in ASAP. 6-7 months lease.
Call Kelly 407-925-5849 or
Natalie 941-320-3632.

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 312
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING •
CALL STEFF 0 407-971-9246•
Seeking Roommates.

312 private home w/ pool. 1O mine from
UCF. $425 per moath plus share of utlla.
Call 407-363-7885 or 407-970-$114

e 2004Trtbune MMla Servlcee. Inc.
All righta reserved.

Sponsored by

7 Feed bins
8 Scent
9 Childbirth
innovator
10 Rome airport
11 Jason Gedrick
movie
12 Brick oven
13 Dines
21
G. Carroll
25 Remote button
26 Potential oak
27 Ancient Peruvian
30 Flexible armor
31 Spadework
32 Red planet
33 Jacob's twin
34 Tidy
36 Become
permanent
DO\jVN
39 Llama.land
Take on as one's 41 Tear apart
own
.
44 Like flowers with
Slugger Maris
calyxes
Major artery
46 For _ (lo begin
Width
with)
.
NYC arena
47 Barn storage
Slithery fish
section

407-677-4077
BUSINESS CARDS
GRADUATIONS
WEDDING
49 Percy _
Shelley
51 Rust bucket
53 Turner and
Holmes
54 The 4 Seasons
singer Frankie

& MORE

55 Muslim faith
56 Abrupt
transitions
57 Israeli dance
58 Prof'ess
E\3 Mimic
64 Pardo or Ho

Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 1/15

2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s, no
pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

Female roommate wanted to share cute
furnished 4/2 house, Living room/den,
kitchen, laundry room, security system.
$275/mo. + utilities. No smoking· anp no
pets. 407-319-3751 .

' 3 rms for rent. Townhouse 2 mi. to UCF.
..
Furn. optional. Remodeled w/ all
amenities, + W/D arid community pool.
1/4 mi. to Alafaya near library. $450.00
for upstairs master, $400.00 ea. for other
2 rms. Or $975.00/ mo. + dep. Takes all
3 rms. Call 407-348-5910 or
email: trose348@aol.com.

Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A.
Professional Eye Care ,

LOOK
2 rooms avall. In a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, Vf/D, full
kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll.
Call 407-380-8772.

HOUSE F;OR RENT
• Back of quiet neighborhood, 5 min from
UCF,4 bed 2 bath 2 car garage,
waterfront lot,jacuzzi tub, lots of tile, may
upgrades, pets OK. $1500/month.
Call (407) 929-3097

,

'

Roommates needed for 4/3 house with .
pool.' $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.

, 3 bedroom / 2.5 bath townhouse w/ 2 car
garflge and lake view. Located in
Baldwin Park. $1750/mo.
Call 407-466-4046.

ALAFAYA WOODS 5 miles N. of UCF
3 BR/2 Bath, LR, Dining Room, Eat-in
Kit, Elec. H/AC, W/D hookups, Double
Garage with Remotes. Responsible
students welcome. 407-629-1972.
•

to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub, .
W/D, lawn care. Phone, dlgltal cable,
high.·speed wireless Internet &
storage Incl. $415/mo. + 1/4 elec.
Call for info; 321-230-0658.

2 Roomates Wanted for 4/3 house w/
pool. 3000sq ft beautiful property.
$379/mth + util. Full furnished with
wireless/cable. UCF students.
Call 407-282-4246 ask for fan .

1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

•

ACROSS
1 U.A.E. word
5 Conductive
element
10 Levee
14 Portal
15 Junipero _
16 Opera song
17 Mythical
monster
18 Melarcholy
19 Electrical unit
20 Rose feature
22 Actress Thurman
23 Travelers'
stopovers
24 Business
publication
26 One sense
29 Pitch tents
32 Intertwine
35 Chuck
37 Smokable
Cuban
36 Light gray
39 FJPM part
40 Period
42 Falsehood
43 Salary increase
45 Staff character
47 Assistance
46 Splendiferous
50 Nina's sister ship
52 New York City
waterway
57 Hidden fence
59 Amoral deed
60 World-weary
61 Roundish shape
62 Slammin'
Sammy
65 _ podrida
66.Catch with a
lasso
67 Chico's brother
. 68 Flutter
69 Dumbstruck
70 Ruhr Valley city
71 Allen and
Robbins

1/1 in a 4/4 in Pegasus Landing. Fully
furn. Rent $490 incls. util, cable, W/D.
Pool & gym. Shuttle to UCF. Jan. rent is
free. Avail. ASAP. 407-362-3693.
jayeedoubfeyoo@msn.com
1 bedroorn/1 bath. Pegasus Point, Fully
furn, water, electric, phone, internet
included. No move-in fees.
Move-in ASAP. 407-926-5550.

Teaching pro: Jeff Goorland offering
hitting sessions, private and
semi-private lessons. Flexible hours.
Call for prices 813-503-5484.
Florida Dati11g Online for Singles at UCF
C reate a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you are a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com
New device- lets you go all night! voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk...
to any phone in the world.
www.voiceglo.com

Screenwriters!
Let an award-winning writer, director
and producer mentor your projects from
FADE IN to FADE OUT. $25/hr. Private
instruction. Contact Edward Jordon at
(407) 788-0059. Check my credentials
on the Internet Movie Database
http://us.imdb.com/name/nm0430261 /

1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn., incl. all utils., cable, and W/D.
$475/mo. Avail. Immediately! Call
407-362-3625 or 407-694-2535.
1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk Apt. next
to UCF. Male. 1st floor. Pool.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
Call Kathy at 858-756-0971.

Run your mouthl voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk... .
to any phone in the world.
www.voiceglo.com

· 1 M/F for 212 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $495/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D. $0 fees. 1st mo. free. Avail.
ASAP. Contact Emily 407-758-9997.

ONLINE T UTORING CLASSES
Engineering, Math, Physics, EIT/PE
training programs, problem solving
courses and exam prep.
Live and Download formats
www.ensys.net or call 321 .663.7650.

Roses die, the written word doesn't.
Place a Valentine's classified in
the Feb. 12 issue of the Future
by calling (407) 447-4555.
Brand New Gas Powered Scooter from
Christmas. Never been used. $250.
Call 407-702-4043.
BED - Full size mattress set, new, with
warranty, $85. Call 407-275-0935
BED- Brand New double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. Call 407-275-7626
BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.com
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in boxes,
$450. Call 407-275-0612.
KNIGHTSBOOKSWAP.COM
Student-price books. One easy local
fQ(Um to view books. 1st 500 books
posted are FREE.
BEDROOM - 7 piece cherry wood sleigh
bed set, brand new, $950.
Call 407-383-0585.

1994 Camaro 3.4 V6. Auto, A/C 1 ABS,
Airbag, Flowmaster exhaust, 68 k miles.
Excellent condition. $4,400 .
407-365-2977.

'93 Green Ford Explorer XLT.

II DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES II
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399·7514. ASE certified• and beats
most lnctependent shop ratesf
1988 Lincoln Continental. $950. Power
everylhlng. Troublesome air shocks have
been replacedl! CD Player, JBL Amp,
JBL Speakers. Very smooth ride.
James - 407-227-4098.

r:r:Ti1- FORSALl: ---- -l~ Honws

l

• Call 407-447-4555
•E-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com
• Stop by our tent in front of the
Student Union on Wed.
from 10 a.m. :. 2 p.m.
$6 plain, $8 red boldlng
. Ad includes S lines, 35 characters per line.
$1 each additional line

L THIS SUMMER
Take classes in ALASKA!

. www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
Toll free 866-404-702.1

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/ Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, W rongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marltal Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
Internet saves coed from beating! voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk ...
to any phone. in the world.
www.voiceglo.com

Drowning In Debt?
Lo9al nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203
Accent Floral Designs
Friendly service for all occasions. Special
offer on corsage~ and boutonnieres
10% off!!I. 11768 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 328i7. Call 1-800-995-9122
or visit www.accentfloralorlando.com.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.
·KNIGHTSBOOKSWAP.COM
Student-price books. One easy local
forum to view books. 1st 500 books
posted are FREE.

Orig, owner. New stereo,10-disc
changer. Manual, tow package, running
boards, capt. chairs. 130,000 mi.
Interior/exterior good cond. $3600 firm.
407-696-4022.
.
1987 Toyota MR2. $2200. 151,000 miles.
Body & engine very good condition; have
all records. 5 speed, AC, CD, American
Racing wheels, aero pkg, moon roof.
Can e-mail pies. Call Jim 727-698-4741.

Here's how:

Coed seeks meaningful savings on phone
b(lll voiceglo. talk. talk. talk. talk. talk...
to any phone in the world.
www.voiceglo.com
Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.

Female needed for. 1 room in a 4/2 apt
@ University House. $391/mo. incl. all
utils, HBO's, & ethernet. Avail. ASAP.
Call Courtney at 321-689-0979.

Place a valentine ad in the Future
classifieds and let him/her know
how·you really feel.

Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636
UCF Butokukan
Art, Sport & Self-Defense, on campus
, close to 20 years and still growing!
Coed beginners classes now forming,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
M & W 7-9, in the Ed Bldg's Secondary
Gym, Rm 174.
Call 362-2492 .for info or visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/
Open House, Wednesday,
. 1/21 @ 8:00 PM.

1

I Spring Break '04. Travel w/STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, & Bahamas
BIGGEST PARTIES, BEST CLUBS!
Call 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

talk. talk. talk. talk. talk.. .
to any phone in the world.

FREE phone ser\'ice instantly

www.glokn ights.com

189° 15 oavst 4 Nlallts
s239oo 1 oavS/ & Nlahts
8

0

Prices include:
Round-lrip luxury cruise wilh food. Accommodotions
on the island al one of len resorts (your choice).

APoalaChla Travel

1-800-861-5018

Putting it in writing w ill make up for
all those times you wouldn't hold her
hand in public. Place a Valentine's
classified in the Feb. 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407)447-4555.
KNIGHTSBOOKSWAP.COM
Student-price books. One easy local
forum to view books. 1st 500 books
posted are FREE.

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MlssionToJapan.org
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @1 1'1.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

SCUBA DIVERS WANTED. If you have
a SCUBA license and are trying to find
people to go with or are in the process of
getting your license call Amanda at
407-882-4153 or email at
lemonade_amanda@hotmail.com.

AUDITIONS
Looking for singers for small ensembles.
Music singing and reading skills a must.
Send resume to RNP@rightnote.com or
RNP, 12472 Lake Underhill Rd #326,
Orlando, FL 32827-7144. Also lookinQ for
accompanist. www.rightnote.com .
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Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Nowl OR
Gain energy and mehtal alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.
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Orthodox Presbyterian Church

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000

vlllt www.e~

UM FAiRBANLAKKS

' i

Tuesday January 13
Alternative Spring Break
Interest session. To sign up please e mail
ucfasb@hotmail.com. Anyone interested c a n get more
information at www.housing .ucf.edu/ asb. W e will also ~
hav~ information at the Club S h owcases.

10 am , 2 pm Club Showcase, SU South Patio
''

9 pm CAB Comedy and Variety Tuesday Knight Live
comedy series with comedian Ricky Reyes,
Wackadoo's
Wednesday January 14
10 am , 2 pm Club Showcase, SU South Patio

.

11am,1:30 pm Multicultural Student Center Sp ring
Celebration. Refreshments provided.
SU Pegasus Ballroom
For more information check out msc.u cf.edu.
7 pm EKCEL Workshop. Meet and G reet. Com e learn
about what EKCEL can offer you an d your organization.
SU Key West 218CD

~ The

Office,of Student Involvement at

UCF is home to· Student Government.
t

-·

the Multicultural Student Center,
Homecoming, Late Knights, Campus
,

Activities Board, EKCEL - Every Knight ·
Can Excel in leadership, Volunteer

Thursday January 15
10 am , 2 pm Club Showcase, SU Sou th Patio

UCF, and over 300 Clubs and
Organizations. For more information on

Deadline for Club Spring Registration.
Forms due by 5 pm in the SU rm 208

events and campus involvement,
visit the Student Union room 208,

Saturday January 17
.
7:15 am VUCF Ripple Effect will b e serving b reakfast
for the homeless community.
Carpool meets at Millican hall at 7: 15 am,
and returns by 10 am
Wednesday January 21
11 am, 12:30 pm Multicultural Studen t Center presents
Martin Luther King Jr Celebration. SU Key W est 218
For more information check out msc.u cf.edu.
7 pm EKCEL Workshop "Time Managem ent"
SU Key West 218CD

407 823.J47 Lor

http://osi.sdes.ud.edu/

CAl3 Cultu£al and
t=ine Ar-t § ·p~e§ent§:
'

7 pm CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Culinary Series Tea
Tasting. Natura Tea and Coffee
Sign up in advance in SU rm 208 ..

8 pm CAB Cinema presents "Confessions of A
Dangerous Mind, Pegasus Ballroom ABC
Sunday January 25
12 pm CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Sushi Knight.
Fusian Restaurant at UC7 Plaza.
Sign up in adva~ Bnt11rYJ ~B

T~~ T~~tin~
January 22, ?pm at
: N atura Tea and Coffee.
Sign up in advan ce in
SU room. 20 8

Y' 11 .

~)

Battle of the Bands submissions will b e due in
February, so start working on a demo of your student
band.
Miss UCF is Saturday February 7th at 8 pm in the
Pegasus Ballroom. Come support the women who may
be the next Miss Ameri,ca!
!bded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA.

':\

,)

January 25, 12 pm at Fusian
Restaurant, UC7 Plaza.
Reserve your spot in
advance at SU Rm. 208.
.)

